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SECOND GRADESECOND GRADE
CURRICULUM SNAPSHOT

EPISCOPAL DAY SCHOOL



ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING, COMPOSITION, & GRAMMAR

ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: READING & LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS

SOCIAL STUDIES

By the end of Second Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

Develop quick recall of basic addition and subtraction facts and

use addition and subtraction facts of whole numbers (up to two

digits) to create and solve word problems

Represent and compare numbers using number sentences up to

1000

Connect place value to values of money

Develop an initial understanding of multiplication as repeated

addition and determine the product of two one-digit numbers

Shop at the classroom store, read a store inventory list,

and make change correctly

Measure and graph soil temperature and test water over an

extended period of time at the Flowing Wells Campus

Name fractional parts, practice following directions, and

use paper-folding techniques to create origami figures

Demonstrate grade-level or above reading

comprehension read orally with grade-level or above

speed, accuracy, and expression

Develop and practice reading skills such as summarizing,

clarifying, predicting, visualizing, and making

connections

Apply reading for meaning skills in the context of the

following themes:  Teamwork, Earth in Action, My

Community at Work, Plants and Animals, Citizenship, and

Story Time

Students take a field trip to Judd C. Hickey Center as an

experience that specifically relates to the community theme

Students perform at the Veteran’s Day Assembly - read and

learn the words to The Preamble

Write complete sentences (using 7 or 8 words) that have a

subject and predicate and correct capitalization and

punctuation

Correctly spell grade-level words and apply those correctly

spelled words in all subjects

Use the writing process to plan, draft, edit, revise, and

publish original pieces

Write original works both fiction and non fiction (personal

narratives)

Share writing with peers and family members by

participating in a portfolio viewing

Develop an awareness of patriotism, cultural holidays,

and symbols of our nation, as well as local geography

(city, state, country, and continent)

Recognize and locate the 7 continents and 4 oceans on a

world map

Participate in a Veteran’s Day Assembly (learn and sing

the words to The Preamble)

Field trip to Ruth Patrick Science Center (Follow the

Drinking Gourd - Underground Railroad)

Practice the voting process



SCIENCE

Recognize the mystery of God’s presence in their lives as
well as in stories of scripture and liturgical action
Further gain religious language and enhance their
spiritual experience through wonder and play
Engage with Godly Play extension stories (along with
core stories) to deepen their experience of core stories

Make authentic and creative responses to God’s call in

their lives

Continue to process stories side-by-side

Continue to learn about and practice the ethics of living

well in community

SPANISH

By the end of Second Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

RELIGION

CYBER SKILLS & CITIZENSHIP

Recognize and identify structures and functions of flowering

plants,(root, stem, leaf, bud, flower, seed), as well as the

changes as plants grow and develop

Begin to understand changes that occur in weather over time

and become familiar with various meteorological tools. 

Observe the differences between solids and liquids, their

properties and what happens when solids and liquids are mixed

with water

Plant and tend at the Flowing Wells Campus 

Create a simple barometer

Make ice cream to observe & understand the changes in states of

matter

Make parachutes and kites to test and experience the 

       effects of air pressure

Greet a friend or an adult and express how they are

feeling 

Set up, ask, and answer questions about the calendar

and the weather

Identify the names of letters and alphabet sounds

Learn by listening, singing, and dancing to educational and

authentic songs and videos

Learn by playing authentic games and acting out

conversations, skits, poems, and plays 

Create unit-related slideshows or PicCollages (e.g. shapes,

colors, etc.) to share

Experience some flavors of Latin American and Spanish

foods

Conduct basic Internet research using teacher provided
resources
Produce basic slide shows and documents
Practice introductory QWERTY keyboarding skills
Create and electronically publish a research project

Practice “being present” and not allowing devices to be a
distraction
Understand the importance of logging out of accounts and
devices to keep their information private
Understand the importance of being kind and respectful to
others in what they type/create
Understand the importance of using the school device for
educational purpose only



By the end of Second Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

ART

MUSIC

EXPERIENCES & PERFORMANCES

Identify, use and compare different tempi, and respond to

them through movement

Identify high/low notes, melodic direction (up/down/same)

and do simple improvisations to create sort melodies

Identify same and different sections and AB and ABA form

Learn how to read music on the treble clef by color

Build their own Canjo instrument in class and use them to

lead a song in Chapel

Perform songs and original choreography in an Easter

Program on and off campus

Create a basic sculpture and learn terms such as balance,

emphasis and unity

Learn about famous artists and their artwork such as

Calder, Picasso, Georgia O'Keeffe

Understand the history behind pop art and abstract art and

learn about the process

Create a  piece of abstract art and understand color mixing 

Create a piece of sculpture where they have to always be

cognizant of the entire piece (not just the front as is done

in 2D art)

Create artwork inspired by works of master artists to better

understand their process and techniques

Field Trips to EDS Flowing Wells Campus for Experiential Learning

Opening Convocation

Panther Pals

Acolyte in Weekly Chapel Service

Lower School Book Parade

Lower School Halloween Parade

"The Preamble" Perfomance at Veterans Day Assembly

All-School Christmas Sing Along

Episcopal Schools Week All-School Chapel

Lower School Olympic Day

Kids Heart Challenge

2nd Grade Spring Musical

All-School Grandparents & Grandfriends Day

After School Enrichments Showcase

End of the Year Portfolio Celebration

Closing Convocation


